


Why we exist?

● To empower the best accountants to be trusted advisors and to earn new fees.

● To help transform a traditional, complacent industry into something incredible.

● To stimulate the conversations that lead to better outcomes for SME’s everywhere.



Introduction to 
Spotlight

● Spotlight has offices in the New Zealand, Australia, UK, USA and Canada.

● Used by over 2,000+ accounting firms worldwide.

● Helping accountants make the shift into advisory in a way that generates revenue.

● Do more value added services, increase advisory fees, advisory focused, customer 

focused.
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How Spotlight can
underpin your 
advisory Toolkit



Agenda

● 4 tools available for breadth of servicing 

● How other firms are using these in the market

● Realising Value & Monetising your services  

● Where to next?



Comprehensive advanced reports, 
including consolidation, visuals and KPI’s.

Fully customisable dashboards.

Three-way forecasting, consolidated 
forecasting, budgeting and scenarios.

Benchmarking, ranking and KPI’s 
for franchises.



Best Practice Mindset

Can you afford NOT to know the impact of your business decisions 
before you make them. 

What are you looking to achieve

vs

What do you want from an accountant



Helping protect livelihoods, family 
wealth and well-being.



How Much Revenue is 
Under the Surface?



Multi
For franchises, not-for-profits and industry specialists. 
Multi allows you to aggregate, rank and benchmark. It is a 
specialist tool that takes the drudgery out of creating 
multi-entity reports where comparisons are key.

● Consolidated view of up to 500 organisations.

● Organisation ranking and KPIs.

● Anonymised rankings for sharing with Franchises 
and Branches.

● Exception reporting.

● Use drivers as the building blocks to forecast 
revenue, costs and the success of the business.

● Visual scorecard and chats galleries.





Examples in the Market

• Visual Score Card replaced the monthly board pack for 55 childcare centres, 
$600 per month

• “We can consolidate 420 entities, and I can do it in one morning from my 
kitchen table”

• We were able to save $300,00 in audit fees, and $60,000 in contractors just 
by switching to Spotlight.  



Dashboard

Dashboard provides an instant snapshot of business 
performance to enable you to focus on what really 
matters. A great entry level experience.

● A wide selection of simple displays and 
charts.

● Quick and easy to use drag-and-drop 
dashboard creation.

● Get a holistic view of performance with 
financial and non-financial KPI reporting.

● One page dashboards with three 
customisable layout options for clear focus.

● Use our non-financial integrations for a full 
360 degree view of a business.



Examples in the Market

• Dashboards with GST returns

• Year End Compliance pack

• $50 - $250 per meeting

• Advisory training tool - think beyond the numbers



Reporting

Reporting is a powerful management reporting tool 
designed to help clients or business make informed 
decisions to achieve better business outcomes.

● Save time and effort by seamlessly consolidating 
up to 75 clients organisations with multiple 
currencies.

● Extensive chart gallery with templating, 
customisation and white-labelling options.

● Drive action, share insight without action plan and 
pre-populating executive summary.

● Use our cash waterfall chart to visualise your cash-
ins & outs, and monitor liquidity.

● Share more by adding any external content into a 
report.





Executive Summary 
here



Examples in the Market

• “Offering such in-depth insights into our client’s businesses has allowed 
us to increase fees on average by 400%”

• “Within two months of adopting Spotlight Reporting we earned an 
additional $115k in revenue”

• “In the last 12 months we have picked up 15 new clients in our 
Management Reporting service at $595 per month!” ($595 p m x 12 
mths x 15 clients = $107k in new annual revenue.)



Forecasting
Great budgeting and cash flow forecasting can mean 
the difference between business success and failure. 
Forecasting is an ‘all-in-one’ budget creator, three-way 
forecasting and scenario builder.

● Easily import your Budget data or start from 
scratch.

● Full 3-way forecasting with flexible rules and great 
outputs ideals for the Bank and Board.

● Add loan amortisation and dynamic rules for a 
more timely and accurate client forecast.

● Plot and plan for the future by selecting or creating 
‘what if?’ scenarios.

● Use drivers as the building blocks to forecast 
revenue, costs and the success of the business.

● Our tax schedules improve the accuracy when 
forecasting the payment of different tax types.
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What Services Matter?

• Budgeting - what will come in and go out in the ‘new normal’ world

• Cashflow Forecasting - ditto, but when will it come in/go out

• Pricing and Dept(or) Management - ditto, but how to quantify and collect

• Scenario Planning - The Good, The Bad and The Ugly

• Tax Planning - Factoring in data from above and Gov announcements

• Compliance and relief planning - Incl. Gov packages and options

• Strategy/mentoring - Simple, pragmatic goals, accountability



Examples in the Market

• “We went from 10 hours each time to prepare an Excel forecast (where we would 
focus on the numbers and checking they balanced) down to just 3 hours using 
Spotlight Forecasting - and we can look at the bigger picture as we know the data 
is good. That gives us more time to focus on the client, and what the forecast is 
actually telling them!”

• “Thought I should let you know the other day, we used Spotlight to do a bank 
projection and within 3 hours we had the bank approve over $1m in financing”

• “In a nutshell, the client was declined funding to purchase the business they 
desired. We did a Spotlight Forecast and this enabled us to secure finance for 
purchasing the business, and we are now working closely with them to ensure 
they achieve their goals.”



In one year, 
half of our subscribers 
experience 10-50% Advisory Fee 
growth.



Monetizing Advisory / VCFO Services

Top Revenue Generating Features in 2020

● Standard Advisory Report 

● Consolidated Report (and now forecasts) 

● Cash flow Forecasts

Typical Revenue Generated via Advisory

● Dashboards: Free – $200 /MN

● Reporting: $500 – $5,000 /MN

● Forecasting: $1,500 – $15,000 / Report



Success Factors in Advisory Growth

Upfront Investment

Collaborative Relationship (Spotlight)

● Identify internal champions (2) and customers (2-3)

● Establish standardized templates, not just custom

● Timeline (3-6 months) that focus on ROI and beyond

● Work to establish vision, roadmap, KPIs

● Masterclass training: foundational templates, QA, bespoke focus

● Best practices to avoid pitfalls



A Challenge!

● Will you embrace the opportunity and advise?

● Who are the two clients you should approach first?

● What service options make most sense?

● Will you act now or follow later… maybe?
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Get started today
Spotlight Reporting offers reliable and flexible reporting and forecasting options backed by 

a responsive customer success team. Take a look and judge for yourself.

Customer Success 
Specialist

Transform in Action Partner Success 
Centre

Spotlight Certification Tailored Training



Start a Free 28 
Day Trial

Begin your transformation. 
Start a free trial at: 
spotlightreporting.com




